FIRST OVER EVEREST
observer's cockpit, making it fairly easy for the camera to be
pointed straight downwards, a shot which would probably be
very useful. However, owing to the size and bulk of the camera
itself, it was impracticable to tilt it much beyond the vertical.
Then again, the side windows, already referred to, enabled
horizontal shots to be taken straight out to right and left, and
for a certain distance to die front on either side. This would
allow of pictures being taken of die other machine in flight,
and possibly even of mountain-tops on approximately the same
level as die aeroplane. To secure any reafly oblique photograph
downwards or to the front, it would be necessary to open the
cockpit, the same action applying to shots backwards over the
tail. This opening of the cockpit had, of course, die disadvantage
of letting in a terrific blast of cold air, besides being detrimental
to the climbing power of the aeroplane.
However, it was the only way in which die great majority
of shots could be taken. Pictures could be taken to the front
from a point about 20° to port and starboard respectively of die
centre line of the machine; it was also possible for the observer
to lean well out and take shots down to about 45° below the
horizon, and also shots straight over the tail and slightly down-
wards on either side.
Ail these possible shots with the cinema camera were even-
tually used, but the work of die observer was necessarily
difficult, inasmuch as he had to handle this awkward object,
weighing eighteen pounds, not only in the force of the slip-
stream with thickly gloved hands, but widi the limitations
imposed by the fact that the camera was covered widi an
electrically-heated jacket. In this there had to be small apertures
through which the various focusing and re-threading controls
of die camera could be reached, also for electric leads for the
heating current.
^Then again for the cinema cameras, mountings were pro-
vided ia order to steady them during use.
Generally speaking, the same provisions which applied to
the cinema camera were equally applicable to the hand-held

